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Are you interested in your student attending Bluffview supplemental
summer educational programming this summer?

44 responses

What is your students CURRENT "GRADE" at Bluffview? You can select
more than one.

30 responses
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Weeks you/your student would be available:

30 responses

Here are a few format options-please suggest something different if you
have a plan that you think may work:

29 responses
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Would you be interested in attending a Virtual Meeting (ZOOM) to discuss /
review our school wide student screening data from this year so far? (This
will be the first tool used to identify students in need for summer
programming)

30 responses

Would a lack of school based transportation be a barrier for your
student(s)?

30 responses
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We are not currently planning to run a food program during the summer-is
a lack of a food program a barrier for your student to attend this summer?

30 responses

Questions or comments on the idea of summer programming?

9 responses
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I'm not sure if scheduled summer school is needed for my kids but
suggestions/worksheets that can be done at home would be helpful. We worked on 
workbooks last summer for math, etc

I think this is a great idea. Based on what my kids last report card said, I don’t think 
there is a need right now, unless conferences reveal any other need.

I’m super interested

XXXXX needs ALOT of repetition in order to learn.. If we can space his out the better so 
he is constantly reminded of the wonderful things he is learning. :) 

I don't believe 3-4 weeks would be enough for him. Is there an option where he is there 
every week throughout the summer? Maybe 1-2 times a week? Just so he can stay in a 
pattern? According to his IEP he is needing speech 3 times a week and like every other 
parent I do not want my child to fall behind.
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